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Terminology Department
Conducted

by the

Special Committee on Terminology
Institute of Accountants

of the

American

The special committee on terminology has received a letter asking it to sug
gest definitions for the terms “recapitalization” and “split-up.” While the
latter term belongs to the language of the banker rather than of the accountant,
the committee has used it on a former occasion and submits the following
definitions of the terms in question.

RECAPITALIZATION:
This term is not a precise one. The changes that constitute recapitalization
may include authorization and issue of additional stock, change in the character
or status of preferred or common stock, substitution of stock for bonds or of
bonds for stock, or reduction of capital stock—made desirable by losses, con
traction of business, or sale of part of a business.
If part of a large accumulated surplus be transferred to capital account, even
without the issue of new shares, it may constitute a recapitalization. On the
other hand, the issue of additional stock already authorized and the retirement
of preferred stock in conformity with the terms of its issue are not regarded as
recapitalization.
Recapitalization is revision of the capital structure; it is a matter of indi
vidual opinion how much change is needed to constitute a revision of anything;
the vagueness in the use of the word “revision” is precisely the same in degree
and character as that in the use of the word “recapitalization.”
SPLIT-UP:
This term has come into general use to denote the subdivision of shares into
smaller units, without change in either the total amount or character of the
issued stock. A split-up, unaccompanied by other changes, is not a recapitali
zation nor a reorganization and the additional shares are not a stock dividend.
The operation of splitting up stock is, however, frequently accompanied by
other changes which do constitute a recapitalization. Such changes may be
issue of additional stock, increasing the capital; transfer of part of the surplus
to capital; or change in the character of some of the stock, generally a change
in the status of preferred stock. (See Middle West Utilities changes and TungSol Lamp Company changes, where both additional capital and change in the
status of preferred stock were part of the plan.)
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